Leadership development

A personal approach for
transformational results
> Personal coaching and
mentoring
> Leadership and
communication skills
> Leading change
> Improving team performance

We inspire great leadership
by applying deep experience
and emotional intelligence.
We recognise that successful leadership is grounded in the twin
capabilities of developing a clear strategy and effectively implementing
it. Combining cross-industry experience, our hard-won empathy with the
leadership environment and our trademark personal approach, we work
with leaders to strengthen those core capabilities. Through coaching
(and cajoling) we help them to align their organisation behind their
strategy and build a more resilient, productive and efficient business.
The result is transformative – in terms of morale, culture, operations and
bottom line.

Service offer
Leadership development

Process

We tailor our approach to fit with each client’s specific needs and
wants. This ensures a fresh perspective every time and is underpinned
by our wealth of industry experience and background in advising
businesses operating in complex, high-risk environments. It’s a
combination that equips us to bring razor-sharp clarity to the process
of creating a clear direction for the business and a strategy for growth.
We then ensure that the strategy is communicated effectively.
Our approach stands out because we work with every level of an
organisation to make sure those who are executing the strategy
are both inspired and empowered. We move between working on
individual capability through coaching and collective, organisational
capability through process development and training.
By using quantitative metrics through 360 degree reporting and
other tools we are able to measure success which hitherto would
have been purely qualitative. We can do this either in-house or with
our partner organisations, dependent on scale and the client’s
wishes. We continue to work with our clients to advise on how the
process should evolve and adapt to changing circumstances.

A personal approach for
transformational results

Benefits

Our clients benefit from a broadening of their senior team’s capability
– clarity, communication, decision-making and team leadership are all
strengthened. The effects are felt at every level of the organisation,
leading to a more productive, motivated workforce able to deliver
on the leadership’s new strategy. The business is transformed
from the top down and, ultimately, far better placed to thrive.
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